A WAKE UP CALL.
You, yes you are a role model and synopsized encapsulation
of God’s great creative work of art. Don’t downplay your strength
and don’t capitalize on your pitfalls.
You’re stronger than you ever imagined. Most of the things
you consider to be of inconsequential significance are actually
pivotal in amplifying your innate potential.
Once or twice you’ve been denied due privileges, what you
turn the denial into is what really counts not the denial itself. A
caption of a part of the lyrics of a song by Black Eyed Peas reads:
”… can you practice what you preach? Or at least turn the
other check. Father! Father! Father! Help us, send some
guidance from above…”
Well, I’m dwelling on ‘can you practice what you preach?’
talking about turning a denial into an opportunity and practicing
what you preach, if you really know me and have seen me carry
any braided hair of any sort, those braids were done by me. I
don’t mean to blow my trumpet or applaud myself; this is intent
at spurring and challenging someone to action.
I had it rough when it came to making of hair, its either I
don’t get any saloon or anyone at all to make my hair (I mean
with my money, not free), or if I manage to get one, they make
what I won’t be comfortable with. I told myself, whatever is in this
art of braiding and plaiting will be discovered by me, moreover,
these ladies have the same one head and two hands as me.
So today, I not only make people’s hair and earn a living
from it, I also make my own hair by myself. What denial or
challenge have you turned into an opportunity for success?
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